Employee-generated
video in enterprises
The Playbook

In this guide, we’ll explore the main challenges of
DIY video creation in enterprises, and explain how to
foster a culture that promotes creativity while setting
out clear guidelines and maintaining control in terms
of technology, compatibility, security, copyrights,
branding/style etc.
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The rise of
DIY video in
the enterprise
Let’s face it: we’re visual creatures. We constantly
use images to make sense of the world around us.
That’s why visuals are processed by the brain
60,000 times faster than text and are stored more
efficiently in our long-term memory. 1

Visuals are processed by the brain
60,000 times faster.
No wonder, then, that video has proven to be an
extremely effective (and immensely popular) communication tool. Savvy marketeers have also taken
note, with 83% using video as a marketing tool and
74% claiming that video has a higher ROI than
static imagery. 2
But the power of moving images goes beyond purely
commercial purposes. In fact, internal communications and HR departments are quickly joining
marketeers in their passion for the medium.

of internal
communicators
believe video is an
important tool

59%

of executives
would rather
watch video than
read text 3

75%
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93%

of employees
are more likely
to watch a video
than read text 4

1 https://www.t-sciences.com/news/humans-process-visual-data-better
2 https://www.axongarside.com/blog/b2b-video-marketing-in-2021
3 https://www.digitalhrtech.com
4 https://blog.smarp.com/
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Everyone’s a star
Growing awareness of the power of video as a medium, combined with rapidly advancing technology
and the growing popularity of employee-generated
content (EGC) has culminated in a sharp increase in
do-it-yourself (DIY) video creation in large organizations and companies.
Put simply: today, everyone can make a video. And
everyone should.
And it’s not just millennials on TikTok and Instagram: people from every walk of life now have direct
access to the equipment and editing tools needed
to create compelling visual content – right at their
fingertips.

Employee-generated
content: 2 types
There are two types of employee-generated
content:
externally directed content, e.g., to
drive customer engagement, strengthen
partnerships, inform partners, etc.

•

content for internal communications,
e.g., to explain a new company policy, to
onboard new hires, for training purposes,
etc.

The rise of DIY video creation in the enterprise

•
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DIY video in the office
In most organizations, employees are already
creating lots of content, albeit mainly text-based:
documentation, procedures, newsletters, mails to
colleagues, teams, departments…
It makes a lot of sense to choose video as a medium
to convey such content. For example:

•
•
•

Instead of sending an e-mail with written-out
instructions to new staff, why not create a short
video?
Need to inform staff about a new policy? Why
not just show them what it’s all about?
Using a new tool for time registration and invoicing? A short explainer clip is all you need.

Sounds great, right? At Moovly, we believe the rise
of DIY and employee-generated video is one of the
most exciting trends of recent years.

The worst-case scenario

The best-case scenario

is employees randomly creating low-quality,
amateurish content using an uncontrolled variety
of incompatible internet-sourced tools, wasting
time and money, and not paying any attention to the
organization’s brand guidelines or culture.

is encouraging and enabling DIY video creation in
an organized way, using recommended tools and
guidelines that help safeguard branding and quality,
improve efficiency, and lower creation costs.
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The rise of DIY video creation in the enterprise

However. While we love it when creativity runs
rampant, we also believe in a methodological, bestpractice-based approach to leveraging the power of
DIY video in the organization. In essence, there are
two possible scenarios:

Employee-generated
content: 8 benefits
Enabling your employees to create and distribute
their own (video) content has numerous advantages:
1.

It improves communication between
employees, teams and departments – which is
essential for efficient business practices. People
are quicker to trust and absorb a message from
their peers than from a name-less admin or a
C-level executive.

2. It boosts employee engagement, as being
able to contribute to video content creation
gives them access to a powerful medium with
more impact and a bigger audience.
3. Training and onboarding become more
efficient if knowledge, documents and other
pieces of information (often scattered across
the company) are offered in a collection of
employee-generated quality videos.
4. In the same way, EGC can boost knowledge
sharing within the organization.
5. EGC reduces the strain on your own video
or communication department. If the right
tools and framework are in place, everyone can
create their own (video) content, without much
intervention from communication or video
experts to ensure brand alignment and quality.
In this way, these experts are freed up for more
critical and/or customer-facing work.

6. It can help building stronger employee
relationships, as content creation usually
involves collaboration, brainstorming, analyzing
audience needs, interviewing subject matter
experts, dealing with feedback and several other
interactions.
7.

EGC almost always results in useful, fresh
perspectives and ideas when pitted against
content that is created externally or in a topdown manner. After all, the creators are the
people who live the reality of the organization
day by day, who recognize common challenges
and pitfalls, and who know customers by name.

8. EGC can help boost morale by strengthening
employees’ connections to the organization
while simultaneously enabling them to build
their own image.
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Bonus benefit: attract more talent. Companies
that let employees create and share their own
(video) content show that they value and trust
their workforce. It’s a clear indicator of an open
and transparent work culture.
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The main
challenges of
employeegenerated video
“The truth? You can’t handle the truth!”
A Few Good Men,
1992
It would be wrong to say that every company
everywhere should get cracking with employeegenerated content and video right away. In fact,
there are quite a few things to keep in mind.
As a CEO or executive, you might find it frightening
to give employees more freedom to create and share
content (even within the company). There’s the risk
of unleashing badly created videos that offer no
real value, for one. Or even worse: what if someone
shares inappropriate content? And how will you
ensure your brand guidelines and company values
are respected in every piece of video content?

Employee-generated video in enterprises
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Trust is, of course, key to running a successful
company. And DIY/employee-generated video is
just another aspect of this universal truth. But as
is the case with any new tool, idea or strategy that
finds its way into the company, it’s better to clearly
identify the most common concerns and pitfalls,
face them head-on and implement best practices
to mitigate any risks or concerns.
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Concern 1: Protecting
branding and quality
Maybe the most important challenge with employeegenerated video is how to ensure that the quality
of the video content not only meets a minimum
standard, but that it also aligns with your organization’s branding, tone of voice, and internal values.
Solving this problem requires, first and foremost, a
clearly defined and widely known set of company
values and branding guidelines. Furthermore,
it’s important to provide enough training and
knowledge-sharing opportunities to ensure
everyone – especially new hires – knows exactly the
organization’s expectations are.
The most failsafe approach to protecting your brand
and ensuring quality, however, is to make sure every
video creator is working with the same video tool
and/or platform – preferably one that is easy to
use and allows you to incorporate style guides and
company-approved templates.

The main challenges of employee-generated video

Allowing your workforce a free choice of video creation tool not only leads to security and compatibility
concerns but may introduce an undesired variety
in visual styles. A carefully selected video creation
platform with built-in brand presets, templates and
media libraries is an important first step in achieving
brand-aligned video creation and a minimum quality
level.
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Video guideline
examples include
•

•

•
•
•

How the company logo is to be used: size,
How the organization’s logo is
position, colors, background, use in intro
to be used: size, position, colors,
or outro, do’s and don’ts…
background, use in intro or outro,
Which animations,
effects and filters
do’s and don’ts…
can be used for footage, transitions, keyWhich animations, effects and
words, lower thirds.
filters can be used for footage,
Which typography
used for textual
transitions, is
keywords,
lower
information:
titles, product names, etc.
thirds.
The main
colortypography
scheme of the
coWhich
is tovideo:
be used
lors of text,
infographics
and icons
for textual
information:
titles,
product names, etc.
Use of stock media (photos, footage,
music): what is recommended, what is not
acceptable?
Whichcolor
copyright
rules
take
The main
scheme
ofto
the
into account?
video: colors of text, infographics
and icons
Use of stock media (photos,
footage, music): what is
recommended, what is not
acceptable? Which copyright rules
to take into account?

Concern 2: Safeguarding
broader compatibility
Just like written content, employee-generated
videos need to be constantly adapted or updated to
remain relevant and usable. Onboarding videos, for
example, are living pieces of content that need to
change as the organization changes.
In addition, many videos are derived from other,
already existing video content. When these content
pieces are made with different tools, their sources
are usually not compatible – just like it would be
difficult to combine a slide deck in PowerPoint and a
presentation made in Prezi.

The main challenges of employee-generated video

A common video platform used by everyone ensures
that all video content made within the organization
is compatible and can be reused and adapted
efficiently.
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Concern 3: Motivating
employees to get involved
At the other end of the spectrum, there’s always
the risk that no one dares to get involved in video
creation – for various reasons. This can be an
undesirable situation as well – as many fresh ideas,
perspectives and viewpoints may be left unheard
and unexplored. In the best case, it’s a missed
opportunity. In the worst case, employees grow
weary of and frustrated about the whole endeavor.
One way to encourage employees to start creating
video content is to set-up a recognition program.
Make sure team leaders acknowledge the work that
team members have put into their production and
the content they’ve shared. You could even organize
a ‘best video of the quarter’ contest and offer a prize
to the most creative production.

The main challenges of employee-generated video

Having the right tools at your fingertips can do a lot
for employee motivation as well. With an intuitive,
easy-to-use tool and a minimum of training, you can
convince employees that video creation doesn’t
have to be a daunting task. In fact, the best tools
available, like Moovly, have very intuitive interfaces
that enable anyone to create a short clip to get their
message across in a matter of minutes.
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Concern 4: Monitoring the
video creation process

Concern 5: Keeping track of
security and privacy

Faced with a growing demand for video content on
the one hand but an extreme quality concern on
the other, many organizations reach for a classic
‘old-world’ solution: they establish their own
‘internal’ video agency. This dedicated team then
must manage every video-related request from all
departments.

There is no shortage of video tools today, and many
can be downloaded directly to employees’ computer
or smartphone, free of charge. But who is behind
these tools? How secure are they? And how long will
they remain available?

Unfortunately, this centralized approach is often not
very scalable and results in several bottlenecks,
as all work to be executed and all knowledge about
the process is concentrated in a small group of
people. Just imagine if this were the case for simple
Excel sheets, Word documents or slide decks. It
would make for a number of scenes straight from
The Office, but most importantly: it would slow your
organization down like crazy.

While these tools can be great to experiment with,
a professional context demands a more robust and
streamlined approach, with a focus on security and
compliance with privacy laws. A corporate-level,
centralized video creation platform – like Moovly –
adheres to strict standards and makes it possible
for organizations to enable internal video creation
using a secure, consolidated, enterprise-level
environment. All this, without having to compromise
in terms of features or creative possibilities.

Your employees already make lots of visual content
– not to mention PowerPoint slides - every day,
for internal and often external audiences. There
are guidelines, but you’re letting it happen, and it
usually works fine!

The main challenges of employee-generated video

Likewise, decentralizing the video creation process
and giving every employee the tools and basic
skills to make their own content is the way to
go. And just like with standard Office solutions,
templates and guidelines can go a long way, while
more experienced users should have access to more
advanced tools that give their imaginations free
rein (within the company’s branding guidelines, of
course).
Finally, you can also set-up internal workflows
for video creation, ensuring that video content is
previewed and corrected internally before a final,
approved version is shared with its target audience.
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The biggest concern of all:
doing nothing
While employee-generated content requires
a thoughtful approach, the worst approach is
standing by idly, as this would most likely result
in a free-for-all where quality and branding are
subject to everyone’s individual interpretation.
Most probably, internal video creation is already
happening in your organization. Without any
guidelines, recommendations or control, “creativity”
will have no limitations: free choice of tools and
formats will lead to an undesirable variety in quality
and visual styles.
The key to success here is providing your employees
with a versatile, intuitive platform with quality
standards, brand assets, media libraries and
templates baked in. Within such built-in boundaries,
employees can still have plenty of creative freedom
to tell their stories with video, while respecting
internal guidelines.

The main challenges of employee-generated video

While technology can’t fix everything, the right video
creation platform can get your organization a long
way toward leveraging the power of DIY video.
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Useful tips
for long-term
success
Eager to get started with decentralized, employeegenerated video? Here’s a short list of practical tips
and best practices helpful in getting started right
away:

•

Find people for your pilot.

•

Make time.

If your organization is new to video creation, it’s
best to handpick a small group of enthusiastic
employees to kick things off. Select or invite
creative people who are already pretty active
within the company culture: they will probably
be the most interested and can help convince
others to participate as well.

“Are you gonna bark all day,
doggie? Or are you gonna bite? ”
Reservoir Dogs,
1992
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Quick & dirty tips for long-term success

Not just for yourself, but for your employees
as well. Video creation might not be part of
their traditional roles, but it is still work related,
so they should ideally be able to do it within
their normal working hours. Keep in mind that
you are promoting EGC for the benefit of the
organization as a whole.

•

Provide the necessary tools and
resources.
No, we’re not talking about expensive cameras,
microphones or lighting. Many videos don’t
involve shooting footage but can be composed
using an intuitive editing tool equipped with
libraries of stock graphics, images, footage and
sounds, and the option to add your own brand
assets, templates and libraries.

•

Hold peer-to-peer training
sessions.
Once a few people are skilled at video creation,
set up a couple of short and informal training
sessions for anyone interested. If all employees
use the same video creation platform, training
can also involve platform-related techniques,
tips and tricks.

•

Spread the joy.

•

Measure success and gain
actionable insights.

Distribute employee-generated videos via your
existing internal communication platforms. Or
consider setting up a Vimeo or YouTube channel
to share creations. By making sure video content
is seen, you’ll not only raise its desired impact,
but also make the creators feel valued as well.

Keep track of how often internal videos are
watched, shared or commented on. Over time,
these insights will tell you what content works
and what doesn’t, which can help you make
decisions going forward.

Quick & dirty tips for long-term success

“All right Mr. DeMille, I’m ready
for my close up”
Sunset Boulevard,
1950
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Starring:
for enterprises
Turn your staff into stars with the best video platform for employee-generated video. With Moovly,
you can set-up your fully customized corporate video creation platform, including all the features and
functionalities needed to enable efficient DIY video creation that generates impact:

•

Intuitive, easy-to-use interface

•

Branding templates

•

Access to millions of stock images, videos, sounds, music,
animations and other content

for guaranteed quality video creation, no expert editing skills required.

to ensure alignment with your organization’s style and values.

for efficient, high-quality video creation.

•

A flexible, customizable and secure

•

Create everywhere, anytime

SaaS platform designed for corporate environments

Starring: Moovly for enterprises

thanks to Moovly’s cloud-powered, in-browser setup.

With Moovly, you can leverage
the power of decentralized,
employee-generated video
while safeguarding quality and
branding and using a centralized,
uniform tool across all teams and
departments.
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An offer you can’t refuse
Try Moovly for free today.

Sign up

Or

Contact
us

